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Everything That’s Fun! 
H0, TT and N Figures

This year, NOCH celebrates its 111th birthday. We would love to mark this special 
anniversary with you. On the 27th and 28th May 2022, we will hold an open day with a flea 
market at our factory in Wangen (more on the back of this brochure).

In order to celebrate the anniversary with our products, too, we have chosen the focus theme of 
‘Everything That’s Fun’. You’ll find a lot of unusual and charming subjects such as the Bobby Car 
Race, Street Artists or special Cyclists among our new items in the Figures range this year.
Expected release: March 2022

15808  Bobby Car Race15597 Street Performers

15862 Bride and Groom

15823 Ski Tourers

15864 Wedding Guests

45862 Bride and Groom 45864 Wedding Guests

45732  Deer

36864 Wedding Guests36862 Bride and Groom

36732   Deer

15471 People with Dogs15107  Racing Drivers and Mechanics

45471 People with Dogs

36471 People with Dogs

15584 Mothers with Children15512 Young Couples

45512 Young Couples

36512 Young Couples

15732  Deer
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Finally, characters from the most famous fairy tales are also 
available in miniature. No matter whether you’re building a 
fairytale forest as an attraction or re-enacting a film shoot with 

the five Figures Sets, these imaginative figures can easily and realistically 
be used on your model railway layout. Find the matching Witch’s House 
on page 39.
Already available at your local dealer.

Fairytale Figures for imaginative scenes

History highlight: Our Figures are 
produced for you in our factory in 
Ho Chi Minh City (formerly Saigon) 
in Vietnam. NOCH Asia has grown 
rapidly since it was founded in 
2009. By now, we employ around 
200 colleagues on site. In this 
way, we can not only ensure high 
quality in the design and detailed 
painting of NOCH products for the 
discerning railway modeller, but 
also implement our high standards 
regarding, for example, fair working 
hours and pay for our colleagues 
in Vietnam. 
This enables us to fulfil our 
responsibility for the local people 

directly. In 2021, 
we consequently 
also joined the 
FTO, the Fair Toys 
Organisation, to ensure 
even more transparency in our 
production processes. Further info 
about our subsidiary, NOCH Asia, 
and about the FTO, can be found on 
our new website at  
www.noch.com in the ‘This is 
NOCH’ section. 

15890 Marathon Runners

15902 Cyclists

15891 Fishermen

15949 Nude models

45949 Nude models

36949 Nude models

15803  Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs

15805  Little Red Riding Hood and the Big Bad Wolf

15807  Cinderella

15804  Hansel and Gretel with Witch

15806  The Bremen Town Musicians

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice. New Items 2022 ∙  3∙  32



Figures for the Large Gauges  
Figures in G and 1 Gauge 

We are expanding our small but refined range of 1- and G-gauge 
figures with a few new sets. The new figures are ideal for designing 
village and nature scenes since our figures so far have been 

thematically located near the train station.
Expected release:  
1-gauge: November 2022 
G-gauge: Dezember 2022

17131 Farmers

17132 Hunters 17133 Lumberjacks 

17130 Construction Workers

17200  Deer

17330 Construction Workers

17332 Hunters

17331 Farmers 

17333  Lumberjacks

Note: in the production of our G-gauge and 1-gauge figures, a new 
production process is used that guarantees high breaking strength. 
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We Have Even More for You
Figures in G and 1 Gauge 

Our little assortment of figures for the large gauges is constantly 
growing. Here you can see the figures that are already available. The 
gauge 1 figures are shown. The corresponding G-gauge figures are 

even more elaborately painted, as the picture in the box shows. 

Incidentally, all G-gauge and 1-gauge figures are manufactured using a new 
production process that ensures that they have a high breaking strength.

Weatherproof!

The G-gauge figures are larger than 
the 1-gauge figures and thus can  
be painted even more elaborately.

Note:  
painting 

17300  Railway Officials

17100  Railway Officials

17110 Engine Drivers Steam Locomotive

17150  Passengers 

17111  Shunters

17151  Sitting People (with Bench)

17350  Passengers 

17311 Shunters 

17351  Sitting People (with Bench)

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice. New Items 2022 ∙  5∙  54



Our new Figures Advent Calendar 

comes out in October 2022!

‘Alle Jahre wieder ...’
H0, TT and N Gauge Figures Advent Calendar

With its beautiful cover picture, the Figures Advent Calendar in A3 
format is an absolute eyecatcher. You can look forward to a new 
figure when you open a little door every day – an ideal gift  

for any modeller! 
Expected release: October 2022

Note: There are model railway figures in the calendar,
but no winter or Christmas figures. Further information on the new 
Figures Advent Calendar will be published in autumn 2021.

We have developed a small range of white figures in 1:100 scale 
specially for architecture modellers. These are ideal for designing 
unostentatious architectural models. 
Expected release: March 2022

History highlight: Back in 2009, NOCH launched the first edition of the Figures 
Advent Calendar for modelling fans of H0, TT and N gauges. Since then, a 
calendar has been published every year with a new compilation of figures and a 
new, beautiful winter or Christmas motif. Our Advent Calendars are very popular, 
which is certainly also owing to the great picture motifs. The dioramas for the 

photos are sometimes built specially for the Advent Calendars, 
requiring a great deal of money and effort. We could save ourselves 
the hassle, but we’re of the view that it’s worth the effort.

H0 Straw Bales

The dried stalks that are left over when grain is harvested are called 
straw. It is pressed into bales to make it easier to transport and to save 
space. In agriculture, straw is used as feed and bedding. But it is also 
used as insulation in construction, fuel or raw material for huts,  
mats and baskets.
The pack contains 36 model straw bales,  
each 0.5 cm x 0.8 cm x 1.2 cm in size.
Expected release: October 2022

16000  Sitting People, white, Architecture Line 1:100 (without Bench) 

16001  Pedestrians, white, Architecture Line 1:100 16002  Standing People, white, Architecture Line 1:100

07461 Straw Bales
  36 pieces 

0.5 cm x 0.8 cm x 1.2 cm   
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Makes the typical noises heard on a track construction site as well as an automatic 
track warning system.

Makes the sound of a motorbike.

Makes the sound of sheep bleating.

Video clip

Video clip

Video clip

‘Rat-a-tack-tack, beep!’

‘Vrroooom! ...’

‘Baaaa! ...’

For Modelling Pros Who Demand Quality and Innovation!
Sound Scenes

We’re excited about the new additions to the NOCH 
Sound Scenes: alongside bleating sheep, track workers 
and motorbikes will now also make a racket in  

your model landscape!
The connection is made via a standard 16 V model railway transformer. 
The sound has a duration of approx. 20 seconds. Suitable for AC and DC.
Expected release: August 2022

History highlight: NOCH invented the Sound Scenes in 2015. A little innovation! 
The lovingly designed and detailed painted NOCH Figures are delivered combined 
with a small loudspeaker, which provides high-quality sound for the discerning 
modelling professional to support the represented scene acoustically.
During the conception phase, it was originally planned to equip the Sound Scenes 
with a simple ‘greetings card speaker’. However, the quality didn’t convince us, 
which is why we decided to equip the NOCH Sound Scenes with a high-quality 

loudspeaker. The sound box contained in the set is a component 
that was specially developed to give the sound from the small 
loudspeaker more surround sound and at the same time serve as a 
mount. Suitable screws are also included. To reduce the volume,  
a resistor is also available in the NOCH online shop at www.noch.com.

Rainer Stiller

Manager Finance 

& Controlling 

 (Authorised Officer)

 
There’s something 

tremendously fascinating about 

the new Sound Scenes for me. 

That’s why I’m of the opinion  

that these great noises  

shouldn’t be missing on  

any model railway.

12801 Track Construction Site

12844 Motorbike

12854 Flock of Sheep

12901 Track Construction Site

12970 Motorbike

12911  Flock of Sheep

12951 Track Construction Site

12961 Flock of Sheep

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice. New Items 2022 ∙  7∙  76



An Ornament for Any Square!
City Fountain

Fountains can be found in virtually every village and market 
square and create a unique atmosphere. Whether it’s a village 
fête, a market or gastronomy, village life mostly revolves around 

the central fountain.
The City Fountain for H0 gauge is a particularly attractive object. The 
fountain has a footprint of 10 cm x 10 cm and is 7.5 cm high including 
the statue.
The statue on the fountain represents a Valkyrie and is 3.5 m high. 
Valkyries originate from Norse mythology and can often be found as 
statues or fountain figures.
The fountain itself is made of the well-known NOCH Structured Hard 
Foam. The statue is created using a 3D printing process. Both the 
fountain and the Valkyrie are elaborately handcoloured.
Expected release: November 2022

Jürgen Hauser

Authorised Officer

 
The Fountain is my 

favourite new item. 

There are many 

unique fountains in countless 

cities. Some of them are world-

famous. Give your model city  

centre a very special  

highlight.

66455 City Fountain    
  10 cm wide, 10 cm deep, overall 7.5 cm high 

(height of Valkyrie 3.5 cm)

Craft Tip: 
How water gets into the fountain

If you want to make your model even more realistic, you can bring the fountain to 
life with ‘water’ by using NOCH 2K Water Gel (ref. 60870) and NOCH Aqua Effects 
(ref. 60872).

Ideal ‘carriers’ for splashing water can be cut out of a transparent sheet (e.g. 
plastic packing material).

Glue the thin strips in the water 
outlets.

Then pour NOCH 2K Water Gel into 
the basin of the fountain.

Once hardened, NOCH Aqua Effects 
is dabbed onto the surface and  
the strips.

The final details are added with 
NOCH Foam & Spume (ref. 60862).
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Design Perfect Model Plots of Land
Handpainted plastic walls

The plastic Walls are perfectly suited to enclosing buildings, 
fields, properties, gardens and much more. The Walls are formed 
using a plastic injection moulding process and are thus stable 

and durable.  
They look very natural because they are elaborately handcoloured in 
multiple colours.
Each set contains twelve parts: four wall elements, each with a pillar; 
three wall elements without pillars; and five individual pillars.

We recommend a small saw (e.g. PUK saw) and all-purpose glue, 
superglue or hot glue for processing.
NOCH Detail Markers (ref. 61155) or Weathering Powder (ref. 61169) are 
ideally suited to adding some 
colour details afterwards. 
Expected release: December 2022

13170  Quarrystone Wall
  12 parts, total length 72 cm, wall height 1.6 cm  

pillar height 2.2 cm

13172  Garden Wall
  12 parts, total length 71 cm, wall height 1.5 cm 

pillar height 1.9 cm

13171 Fieldstone Wall
  12 parts, total length 70 cm, wall height 1.3 cm 

pillar height 2 cm

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice. New Items 2022 ∙  9∙  98



Lively Scenes for Your Model Landscape 
H0 Themed Figures Set

This year, everything in our themed worlds revolves around ‘trade and commerce’.  
The Themed Figures Sets make your model scenes come alive, as the lovingly designed 
figures and matching accessories are elaborately handpainted and each depict  

a self-contained scene.
Expected release: November 2022

Tip: view the Themed Figures Sets on our website, www.noch.com.  
You’ll find many additional decoration ideas relating to   
the individual scenes there.

Themed Figures Set ‘Toy Shop’ 
Do you remember your childhood? What was the most important business in town 
back then? The toy shop, of course! As children, we pressed our noses against the 
window and admired the colourful, diverse offerings. Then, as now, mothers and 
fathers try to get their offspring to move on, but the colourful toy world is  
simply too alluring.

Themed Figures Set  

 ‘Toy Shop’

16240   Themed Figures Set ‘Toy Shop’   
Contents: 2 mothers 
Mother with a buggy and child 
3 playing children 
Large ‘Superman’ decorative figure 
Scooter and pedal car toy vehicles 
3 product presentations of balls  
and toys as well as clothing

Montserrat Garcia

Export

 
It’s so easy to 

 reconstruct any 

scene with the Themed Figures! 

No more excuses; so many  

details make it so much fun!
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Themed Figures Set ‘Fashion Shop’  
H0 figures finally have the chance to cultivate their fashion sense. The detailed and 
lovingly handpainted figures and displays bring shopping streets and squares to life.  
A multitude of different product presentations attracts fashion-conscious model 
figures and guarantees vibrant goings-on in model cities and villages.

Themed Figures Set 

‘Fashion Shop’ 

16241   Themed Figures Set ‘Fashion Shop’   
Contents: 4 customers 
1 saleswoman 
1 sales counter with till 
3 display stands with clothes 
1 rack on castors with hanging clothes 
1 rack with clothes in compartments  
1 revolving stand with hanging clothes

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice. New Items 2022 ∙  11∙  1110



Themed Figures Set ‘Café’
When the days get longer and the temperatures rise, people are drawn to the 
outdoors. Streets and squares are populated again, and people enjoy their coffee in 
the warm sun. Our model café offers everything a gourmet could wish for: delicious 
cakes and creamy tarts as well as a huge selection of different types of ice cream.  
A competent ice cream vendor and friendly waitress guarantee perfect service.  

Themed Figures Set  

‘Café’

16245   Themed Figures Set ‘Café’  
Contents: 1 ice cream vendor 
1 waitress 
1 female customer and 1 child, standing 
2 sitting customers 
Assorted tables and chairs 
1 large ice cream counter with transparent glass top 
1 large cake and tart counter with transparent glass top
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Themed Figures Set ‘Restaurant’
Is there anything nicer than a good meal on a balmy summer’s evening in the open 
air? Our open-air restaurant offers everything to make this moment of happiness 
come true in the model: the tables are invitingly set, the waiter is professional and 
attentive, the cuisine is excellent. And to ensure that patrons get to the premises,  
a large ‘chef’ figure indicates from a distance that something good is  
being offered here.

Themed Figures Set  

‘Restaurant’

16246   Themed Figures Set ‘Restaurant’  
Contents: 5 sitting patrons and 1 dog 
1 waiter 
1 large ‘chef’ advertising mascot 
4 tables 
6 chairs 
1 serving trolley 
1 menu stand with menu

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice. New Items 2022 ∙  13∙  1312



Themed Figures Set ‘Workshop’ 
Model scenes are getting more and more detailed and realistic. The topic of interior 
design has also become significantly more important. Interior design of commercial 
buildings is a particularly important topic, because there are workshops, warehouses, 
garages and production facilities on virtually every model railway layout. Our 
workshop facility contains everything needed to realistically fill this building with life. 

Themed Figures Set 

‘Workshop’

16250   Themed Figures Set ‘Workshop’  
Contents: 6 working model figures 
2 workbenches 
1 metal cabinet 
1 filing cabinet 
1 metal shelf 
1 set of welding equipment 
1 drum
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Themed Figures Set ‘Office’ 
Are you fed up with looking into empty buildings on your layout? Thanks to the 
Themed Figures Set ‘Office’, you can now fill office spaces and surgeries with life. 
The range of applications is very wide. Fill your model buildings with life and create, 
for example, tax consultancy firms, doctor’s surgeries, architectural offices or even 
receptions and administrative rooms in hotels and car dealerships.

Themed Figures Set  

‘Office’

16251   Themed Figures Set ‘Office’  
Contents: 4 sitting model figures 
1 standing model figure 
1 large desk 
1 small desk 
1 reception desk 
1 sideboard 
1 wall shelf 
1 conference table 
4 chairs

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice. New Items 2022 ∙  15∙  1514



Now Movement Comes into Play!
micro-motion Children’s Playground

Almost all of us should have fond childhood memories 
of playgrounds and individual pieces of playground 
equipment. The swing on which we were often pushed 

for hours by our parents; the roundabout that made us feel dizzy, or the 
seesaw that was so difficult to balance on.
Playgrounds can be found in every city and village and are therefore an 
important part of human coexistence. Families meet, children laugh and 
play, parents talk about work and parenting, and some of the latest items 
of gossip and tittle-tattle are exchanged while their offspring have a go on 
the swings.

After last year’s smash hit, the Tree with Swing (ref. 21768, see also page 
27), we set out to develop four moveable pieces of playground equipment: 
a seesaw, a classic swing, a bird’s nest swing and a roundabout.
The handpainted playground equipment and model figures come 
completely assembled. Each device is powered by a motor that is located 
directly underneath the model (installation depth 3.5 cm). The mechanism 
for the drive is supplied as a kit. The electronics supplied can be connected 
to a standard 16 V model railway transformer and are suitable for AC and DC. 
The speed of the playground equipment can be set on the circuit board.
Expected release: December 2022

Dr. Rainer Noch

CEO

 
My favourite new 

item are these 

pieces of realistically moving 

 Playground Equipment with 

matching children’s figures.  

What a great memory of  

your own childhood.

13401 micro-motion Swing   
  56 mm x 78 mm x 65 mm  

installation depth 35 mm

Video clip
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13400 micro-motion Seesaw   
 5.6 cm x 4.5 cm x 5.5 cm 
 installation depth 3.5 cm   

13402 micro-motion Bird’s Nest Swing   
  7.6 cm x 3.6 cm x 7.5 cm 

installation depth 3.5 cm

13403 micro-motion Roundabout   
  5 cm x 5 cm x 5.4 cm 

installation depth 3.5 cm

Video clip

Video clip

Video clip

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice. New Items 2022 ∙  17∙  1716



Dear friends and fans of the NOCH brand, 

NOCH turns 111 years old this year. Wow! What a long time! It’s a journey 
which – to use the same metaphor – can be compared to a train ride.

The journey started in 1911 in a small town called Glauchau in Saxony. 
My great-grandfather Oswald Noch founded the company as a plumber’s 
workshop there. When his son – my grandfather – Erich boarded the train, 
he expanded the business to include his expertise in electronics in the mid-
1930s. Before you knew it, toy locomotives were also being repaired in the 
shop. And since these were already at hand, accessories were soon being 
offered. Initially, alongside wagons and rails, there were also terrain parts 
and buildings.

As it happens, unfortunately there are also hard times, and the train of life 
went through a very dark tunnel in history in the late 1930s and 1940s. 
After the war and the threat of nationalisation of the company in the former 
GDR (German Democratic Republic), light could finally be seen at the end of 
the tunnel again. In the mid-1950s, the Noch family found themselves with 
relatives in Munich.

However, large machines couldn’t be taken to the West; only small tools 
and lots of good ideas could be saved and taken along. And so it comes 
as no surprise that NOCH now concentrated on the manufacture of 
handcrafted landscape parts and accessories.

In the early 1960s, they moved lock, stock and barrel one last time to 
Wangen in the beautiful Allgäu. In the 1970s and ’80s, my grandfather and 
my father, Peter, expanded the company. I joined the management board 
myself in 1997, and since then have taken great pleasure in shaping the 
company, brand and many products with my colleagues.

It’s said that “In Wangen bleibt man hangen” (“One gets stuck in Wangen”) 
and so anyone who comes here never leaves. The beautiful Allgäu 
landscape gives us a whole host of suggestions, great ideas, and lots of 
inspiration for realistic model landscaping products in summer and winter, 
which we gladly manufacture for you.

We’re very grateful that we were able to travel here with you and look 
forward to many more years! Lean back and enjoy the view of the (model) 
landscape!

Yours,
Dr Rainer Noch

PS: We would like to celebrate the anniversary with you on 27th and 28th 
May 2022. Look forward to it and soon find more  
information at www.noch.com.

111 Years of NOCH  
A Reason to Celebrate and Give Thanks!

1997   Introduction of the 
first NOCH Figures2005  With the NOCH Gras-Master®, 

professional, electrostatic flocking  
becomes affordable for all modellers 

2007   Laser-Cut minis: the first laser-cut models 
are produced in series   

2009   Founding of NOCH Asia in Ho Chi Minh City (formerly 
Saigon) in Vietnam. Today, around 200 colleagues 
work there, primarily in the production of Figures and 
Trees 

2013   NOCH Modellbau-Welt in 
Wangen is opened 

2015   Commissioning of the fully automated small parts 
warehouse at the site in Wangen. Today, we have 
around 100 colleagues in Wangen

2018   3D minis: the first 3D printing models 
are produced in series 

2022   We look forward to celebrating the 111th 
anniversary with you! 

2021   The Home Academy and the new website 
set a new course online 
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1911 – 2022

History highlight: Have you discovered it yet? We have hidden 
a history highlight box for you on some of the pages. In this 
box, you’ll find exciting background information on the respective 
products and product groups. 

1911   Founding of NOCH by Oswald 
Noch as a plumber’s workshop  
in Glauchau, Saxony.1930   Erich Noch founds the 

‘Technische Büro NOCH’  
(NOCH Technical Office)  
as a subsidiary 1936   The era of modelling at 

NOCH begins with the 
sale of model houses

1940 – 1945  
Production is halted  
at NOCH 1949   First NOCH model 

railway catalogue 

1953  First time partici-
pating in the Leipziger 
Frühjahrsmesse (Leipzig 
Spring Fair)

1983   Portals and Structured 
Hard Foam Walls are 
offered for the first time

1984   
Development of the  
TERRA-FORM System for 
model landscaping

1970 – 1980   
Phased construction of the 
company premises; introduction 
of hard foam production for the 
manufacture of walls and portals

1956   Escape from the German 
Democratic Republic to Munich

1960  Move to Wangen

1961   Production of preformed layouts 
and grass mats

New Items 2022 ∙  19∙  1918



Nature Reclaims Itself!
Abandoned Places made of NOCH Hard Foam, handcoloured and refined 

We are always fascinated by nature. Especially when it reclaims 
places we humans have laid claim to ourselves. So-called ‘lost 
places’ have long since become an attraction. We stay behind in 

these places not really wanting to believe what we are becoming aware of: 
that our existence on the planet is brief. This showdown between man and 
nature fascinates us. Deep down, we know that nature always wins in the 
end, and will also outlast us humans.  
The sets in the ‘Abandoned Places’ series each consist of a finished model 
made of NOCH Hard Foam, one or two handmade twisted wire trees and 
high-quality painted and 3D-printed accessories. You can arrange the 
compilations according to your setup requirements.  

The models designed in this way are highlights for every model landscape 
and attract everyone’s attention.
In October 2022, three models for H0 gauge as well as one model each 
for TT and N gauge will be released. You can get these exclusively from 
participating dealers as part of the NOCH Season Promotion.
The dealers offering these highlights in autumn can be found on our 
website from around September.
Expected release: October 2022
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Abandoned Place ‘Fountain’

Abandoned cities or villages are particularly fascinating to us. 
Because nowhere other than in a so-called ghost town are we 
aware that this place was once a hive of activity, of which nothing 

remains today. Deserted villages are eerily beautiful! And our well was also 
unable to withstand the involuntary renaturalisation. Trees, shrubs and 
many other plants proliferate, creep and grow where people once relaxed 
by watching the water feature.  

60760   Abandoned Place ‘Fountain’ 
 Contents: Fountain made of NOCH Hard Foam with statue,  
2 ‘Birch Tree’ twisted wire trees

48001   Abandoned Place ‘Fountain’
  Contents: Fountain made of NOCH Hard Foam with statue,  

2 ‘Birch Tree’ twisted wire trees

34760   Abandoned Place ‘Fountain’ 
Contents: Fountain made of NOCH Hard Foam with statue,  
2 ‘Birch Tree’ twisted wire trees

Fountain H0: 16.5 cm x 12 cm, 7.5 cm high 
height of statue 4 cm
Fountain TT: 12.8 cm x 9.3 cm, 5.5 cm high 
height of statue 2.8 cm
Fountain N: 9.7 cm x 7.1 cm, 3.7 cm high 
height of statue 2 cm
2 birch trees: each 15 cm high 

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice. New Items 2022 ∙  21∙  2120



Abandoned Place ‘Adit’ 

Regardless of whether it’s coal, ore, precious metals or even 
diamonds, as soon as humans discovered mineral resources in 
sufficient quantities, they set about mining them. But when the 

mines no longer yield anything, humans move on and leave nature to its 
own devices.
And it immediately sets about reclaiming its territory! Shut-off devices such 
as a padlock and bolt or a secure iron gate are useless in this scenario. In 
the end, the setting will go back to being covered with virgin forest!
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60762  Abandoned Place ‘Adit’ 
  Contents: Adit made of NOCH Hard Foam with neglected gate 

16.5 cm x 12.2 cm, 8.3 cm high and old trolley 
1 ‘Oak Tree’ twisted wire tree, 17 cm high
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Abandoned Place ‘Ruins of a Building’

Old barns, houses, huts or stables that have fallen into disrepair 
and are exposed to the elements are quickly recaptured by nature. 
Plants creep out of the collapsed walls, tree roots penetrate the 

remnants of the foundations, and weeds and moss sprout up through the 
cracks. Even the old, abandoned tractor is not having an easy time of it, 
gradually disappearing into the greenery  ... 

60761  Abandoned Place ‘Ruins of a Building’ 
  Contents: Ruins of a Building made of NOCH Hard Foam  

16.5 cm x 12.1 cm, 6.5 cm high with weathered tractor 
1 ‘Lime Tree’ twisted wire tree, 16 cm high

Colours, combinations and forms are subject to change without prior notice. New Items 2022 ∙  23∙  2322



Bring Some Colour into Model Nature!
Flowers

Flowers can be found virtually everywhere. For example, roses, tulips, 
dahlias and daffodils are specifically planted in gardens and flower beds.
But we can also find daisies, primroses, cornflowers, lavender and many 
other colourful species in the great outdoors, at the edge of forests or 
paths and by streams and ponds.
Our Flowers are a wonderful little innovation: in a bed made of 4 mm-
long green fibres are some 9 mm-long fibres that have been flocked 
in colour. In this way, wonderfully natural-looking flower beds can be 
reproduced in a model.
Each of the two sets contains a total of 250 flowers in five different 
colours.
The colours of the flowers in the set with reference 06800 are more 
colourful overall. With this set, tulips, roses, narcissi, daisies, daffodils, 
dahlias, and many more can be planted in a model.

The colours of the blossoms in the set with reference 06805 are slightly 
more muted and thus ideal for less flashy flowers. They are therefore 
suitable for cornflowers, lavender, forget-me-nots and various forest and 
meadow flowers. The Flowers are removed from the box and fixed in the 
model landscape with a drop of adhesive.
We recommend you use NOCH Landscaping Glue (ref. 61133), but hot 
glue or all-purpose glue are also ideally suited.
Expected release: October 2022

Craft Tip:
Processing the Flowers

The Flowers are removed from the 
pack ...

... and put in the model scene 
with Landscaping Glue.

06800  Flowers 
250 pieces, red, blue, yellow, pink and white

06805  Flowers 
250 pieces, green and yellow, blue and white 
heather, cornflowers, lavender
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Ideal for Realistic Bushes and Overgrown Hedges
PROFI Bushes

In contrast to neatly mown lawns and meticulously cut bushes and 
hedges, free-growing nature flourishes in the light and is barely confined 
in its thirst for growth.
For railway modellers, depicting free-growing nature in a model is a huge 
challenge.
This can be realised perfectly with PROFI Bushes. PROFI Bushes are 
suitable for reproducing both flat, intensive undergrowth such as 
brambles, or even higher, dense bushes in a model.

The super realistic Bushes’ backing material is a natural fibre that is 
stable and malleable. It was flocked with a special mixture of NOCH 
Leaves and NOCH Structured Flock for a natural optical effect. This gives 
us a unique product that is ideal for depicting dense model vegetation.
Expected release: June 2022

Craft Tip:
Processing PROFI Bushes

This amount of PROFI Bushes is in the packaging. The PROFI Bushes material is pulled apart 
with your fingers and shaped to create dense 
groundcover and small or large bushes.

It is then glued into the model landscape using 
Grass Glue (ref. 61130) or Landscaping Glue  
(ref. 61133).

07310 PROFI Bushes, Medium Green, 40 g 07311  PROFI Bushes, Dark Green, 40 g 
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Timber!
micro-motion Falling Tree ‘Fir Tree’

Model scenes frequently captivate people with little gimmicks 
and surprises that they don’t suspect at first glance. The Falling 
Tree is just such a gimmick. The viewer is very surprised when an 

imposing 17 cm tree falls to the ground completely unexpectedly at the 
edge of the forest.
The trick behind this is extremely simple: there is a servo under the tree 
that brings it down realistically; slowly at first, and then faster until the 
tree finally hits the ground. After about 8 seconds, the tree stands up 
again on its own.

The Falling Tree is an impressive, extremely realistically handmade, 
twisted wire tree that is elaborately flocked.
The electronics supplied can be connected to a commercially available 
16  V model railway transformer and are suitable for AC and DC.
Expected release: September 2022

Makes the sound of a chainsaw with a starter.

‘Brr, brr, Brrrrrrrrrrrrrr! ...’

Matching accessories:
This is how you make the scene even more realistic
The H0 Sound Scene ‘Felling Trees’ (ref. 12843) is a great addition to the 
Falling Tree.
The original set contains six lumberjacks wearing helmets and protective 
clothing as well as the sound electronics with a loudspeaker. Since the 
loudspeaker is installed directly next to the Falling Tree (e.g. in a bush, 
in the ground or in a small hut), the viewer has the impression that the 
sound is created in the scene.
Realistic tree-felling noises such as chainsaws etc. can be heard for 
about 20 seconds when the sound is activated.
The Sound Scene electronics can also be connected to a commercially 
available 16 V model railway transformer.

21775 micro-motion Falling Tree ‘Fir Tree’   
  Overall 18.2 cm high (height of fir tree 17 cm;
 installation depth for drive 1.2 cm)

12843  Felling Trees

12956  Felling Trees
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Tip: H0 Gauge  
micro-motion Tree with Swing

The Tree with Swing is available for H0 gauge as ref. 21768. 

Childhood Memories Are Awakened!
TT and N Gauge micro-motion Tree with Swing

Our H0 new item highlight of 2021 is now also available for 
fans of TT gauge and N gauge.
It’s summer and a beautiful sunshiny day is coming to an 

end. While Mum prepares dinner, the little daughter swings enthusiastically 
on the swing, which Dad hung on her favourite tree for Easter.
The scene in which our Tree with Swing is called into action could look 
something like this. It is a fascinating micro-motion product that awakens 
wonderful childhood memories. The bottommost branch of the mighty oak 
holds a swing, on which a little girl is sitting.

The Tree with Swing is supplied ready for 
installation. The drive consists of a motor 
and a gearbox and is located under the 
tree (installation depth approx. 3.5 cm). The 
electronics supplied can be connected to a 
standard 16 V model railway transformer and 
are suitable for AC and DC. The speed of the 
swinging movement can be set on the circuit board.
Expected release: December 2022

Lena-Marie Nohr

Trainee, Graphics

 
I think the Tree  

with Swing is  

wonderful, as it reminds you 

of great experiences in warm 

summer.

21771    micro-motion Tree with Swing   
Overall 15.5 cm high  
(height of tree 12 cm; installation  
depth for drive 3.5 cm)

21769   micro-motion Tree with Swing  
Overall 12.5 cm high  
(height of tree 9 cm; installation  
depth for drive 3.5 cm)
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We’re Reforesting!
H0 and TT Saplings with Tree Props

Newly planted trees don’t yet have well-branched 
roots in the soil to give them stability. Saplings are 
thus exposed to strong winds without protection 
and any movements of the root ball can jeopardise 
their growth. That’s why any newly planted tree 
should be propped up.
Expected release: October 2022

21538   Saplings with Tree Props
  6 pieces, 4 cm high

21642  Tree with Circular Bench
  11.5 cm high

21532   Plantation Trees with Apples
  12 pieces, 3.5 cm high
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Off to the Beach!
0, H0 and TT Palm Trees 

You can decorate tropical beaches and Mediterranean landscapes with 
these attractive Palm Trees. In our series of Mediterranean trees, you’ll 
also find Stone Pine Trees, Almond Trees, Olive Trees and Cypress Trees. 
Now nothing stands in the way of building your Mediterranean diorama or 
model landscape.
Expected release: October 2022

21992 Stone Pines
  2 pieces, 8.5 cm and 11.5 cm high

21995   Olive Trees
  2 pieces, 6 cm and 9 cm high 

21996 Almonds
  2 pieces, 8 cm and 9 cm high 

21998 Cypresses
  3 pieces, 10 cm, 11 cm and 13 cm high 

21972   Palms
  2 pieces,  

15 cm and 19 cm high
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We’re Turning  
the (Web)page!
We’ve had a new online 
presence since September!

NOCH Theme worlds 
Everything at a glance

New Products

Explore brand 
new NOCH 
 products!

News & Current 
Announcements

The most  beautiful 
hobby in the 
world! Discover 
the last theme...

The right product for every topic! Discover the 
NOCH theme worlds and let yourself be inspired. 
Whether it's a vacation in the mountains, level 
crossings or allotments, we've put together a nice 
selection for you.

Beach Holiday

The sun is shining, the 
children are playing...

Halloween 

Witches, vampires, zombies 
and creepy details! ...

Hot, hotter, hot

A very hot thing!  

Holiday in the mountains

The basic equipment for the 
professional model...

Discover new products Learn more Learn more Learn more Learn more

News in the blog

Events & Seminars

Crafting-Tips

After two years of intensive work, our 
online shops and website have now 
been edited, redesigned and published.

Latest News Blog
Always informed

Still not informed? Thanks to our new blog posts, you’ll find all the latest 
news and product information as well as inspiration and testimonials 
at a glance and are guaranteed not to miss any more important 
announcements and discount campaigns! Subscribe to our newsletter!

Find a dealer near you in a few seconds! 
Buy regionally and consciously on site! You now have the option 
to search specifically for NOCH trade dealers in your area.  

Simply enter your address in the search field and quickly find your 
favourite dealer!

NEW! Crafting tips for every (model railway) layout and 
situation! 
You’ll find practical crafting and application tips from A for 

autumn decorations to Z for zany wedding gifts. Discover all the tips on 
the topic of model landscaping here.
www.noch.com/crafting-tips/

NEW: Online shop 
Our online shop is now integrated into the website. You’ll now 
also find the individual Model Figures and our products from 

NOCH kreativ alongside our NOCH range here!

To simplify modelling with our products, we have now linked both 
crafting tips as well as the suitable track plans and fitting products to our 
items. So your model landscape is sure to be a success! 

A customer account makes your shopping experience perfect! In this 
way, you can save your favourite items for your next shop, view previous 
orders, and save time during the ordering process!

www.noch.com

We’d like to introduce you to some highlights of our new online presence here:

News & Current Announ... NOCH Product Informati... Inspiration & Testimonials NOCH Novelties

Sign up now! Just scan the QR code  
or enter the link: 
www.noch.com/newsletter
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Alone We Are Strong, Together We Are Unbeatable!
Our sister brand shops:
Of course, the online shops for our sister brands have also had a facelift, 
with new functions that we didn’t want to withhold from you.

New design – tried and tested claims! Here you’ll find high-quality 
products for your model railway hobby. No matter whether the hobby 
you’re engaging in involves building a diorama, building a terrain for 
tabletop games or military modelling.

The following innovations have been introduced:  
special modellnatur crafting tips.
This is how to make your model landscaping project  
a success!
With our crafting tips for products from our modellnatur 
brand, you can develop even the trickiest landscape project in the blink 
of an eye! For example, you’ll find out how to use the popular Wrinkle 
Rocks properly.
For our modellnatur crafting tips:
www.modellnatur.com/service/crafting-tips/

Special offers:
With modellnatur, you can also get hold of one or two bargains with our 
top-quality products. Stop by now and don’t miss any more offers!

Latest news blog:
You’ll find news and blog posts about the modellnatur brand  
in this category.

www.modellnatur.com

www.ziterdes.com

NEW! Tabletop crafting workshops
For example, we show you how hard foam models can be processed, 
creatively altered and enhanced. You’ll see how easy it is to work with 
the ingenious material, structured hard foam, and the steps you can take 
to redesign your custom model.

Turning images into shop windows
With a new function, we’re turning images into shop 
windows!
You will find white dots in some of the images, both on 
the homepage and in the themed worlds section. Direct 
links to the products are behind them. In this way, you 
come directly to the product that inspires you.
Try it: www.ziterdes.com

Latest news blog
In the blog, we report on everything that seems important to us and that 
we believe might be of interest to you, too. The posts are varied, e.g. 
showing YouTube videos by us or the community, or about what’s going 
on with us.
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Safe in Bed!
HO and N PROFI Ballast Beds

NOCH PROFI Ballast Beds meet the highest standards of professional 
railway modellers in terms of quality and appearance. It’s probably also the 
easiest way to make a super realistic track bed. The track’s sleepers are 
simply pressed into the foam track bed. It’s possible to use NOCH Latex 
Adhesive (ref. 61135) or a ‘floating installation’, where the track is screwed 
directly onto the base plate or railway route through the track bed.
In order to provide points, crossings and other special tracks with a 
ballast bed, unballasted NOCH PROFI Plates for Ballast Beds and the 
fitting NOCH PROFI Ballast in grey and brown are available individually in 
both gauges. NOCH Ballast Glue (ref. 61134) is ideal for adding ballast.
Expected release: May 2022

The Ballast Beds in H0 gauge are suitable for all common sleeper 
tracks without their own beds from all manufacturers (e.g. Märklin, 
Fleischmann, PIKO, PECO, Roco, etc.).
The Ballast Beds in N gauge are suitable for all common sleeper 
tracks without their own beds from all manufacturers (e.g. Minitrix, 
Arnold, etc.). 

Gauge HO: 0.7 cm high ∙ Gauge N: 0.6 cm high

Gauge HO: 45 cm 
Gauge N: 45 cm

Gauge HO: 5.5 cm 
Gauge N: 3.7 cm

50510  PROFI Ballast Bed, grey 
10 pieces, each 45 cm  

50511  PROFI Ballast Bed, brown 
10 pieces, each 45 cm

50520  PROFI Ballast Bed, grey 
10 pieces, each 45 cm

50521  PROFI Ballast Bed, brown 
10 pieces, each 45 cm
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Craft Tip:
It’s so easy to design your super realistic Ballast Bed 

Cut PROFI Ballast Bed to size  
with a pair of scissors.

Simply press the track into the PROFI Ballast Bed. Screw the rail to the base plate or railway route.

The easiest way to create the  

most realistic Ballast Bed!

50519  Plates for Ballast Beds 
Unballasted

  3 pieces, 30 cm x 15 cm x 0.6 cm    

50529  Plates for Ballast Beds 
Unballasted

  3 pieces, 30 cm x 15 cm x 0.4 cm    

09381  PROFI Ballast 
 brown, 250 g Beutel   

09181  PROFI Ballast 
 brown, 250 g bag   

09380  PROFI Ballast 
  grey, 250 g bag   

09180  PROFI Ballast 
  grey, 250 g bag   
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Azariah Mertens

Modeller

 
I find this set 

brilliant because it 

has everything you need to start 

building an Easy-Track layout 

straight away.

Having a model railway is one of the nicest hobbies in the world. In 
addition to an enthusiasm for technology, all things miniature and 
movement, it’s chiefly about creating your own perfect little world. This 
also makes building a model railway layout a leisure activity the whole 
family can participate in.
So that you can get building your own model railway quickly and safely, 
we have put together all the products you’ll need to get started in this set. 

With this Starter Set and a NOCH Easy-Track layout kit, you’re perfectly 
equipped to bring your miniature world to life with tunnels, a bridge, 
meadows, mountains, roads, a lake and lots of decorations.
You’ll find many other items with which you can design your model 
railway in the large NOCH range. Just get cracking and let your 
imagination run wild.
Expected release: September 2022

The Ideal Start on the Way to Your Own Model Railway Layout! 
Starter Set ‘Model Railway Layout Construction’

Video clip
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Once the rails have been laid, tunnel portals and a 
bridge are installed.

The bridgeheads are clad in wall sheets.

The terrain quickly takes shape  
with NOCH TERRA-FORM.

Rock compound and paint bring life to the model 
landscape.

It gets even more realistic with grass fibres  
and lake film!

Finally, the model landscape is decorated according 
to your wishes.

Contents of the Starter Set  
‘Model Railway Layout Construction’

1 x TERRA-FORM Wooden Support Pole, 40 cm long,  
35 pieces (ref. 61650) 

1 x TERRA-FORM Connector Pieces, 72 pieces  
(ref. 61630)   

2 x Landscape Crepe Paper, 90 cm x 80 cm (ref. 60840) 

1 x Rock-Compound ‘Granite’, Grey, 400 g  (ref. 60880) 

2 x Tunnel Portal, Single Track, 2 pieces each** (ref. 60010) 

1 x Box-Girder Bridge (ref. 21320)

3 x 3D Cardboard Sheet ‘Quarrystone Wall’ (ref. 56640)

2 x 3D Cardboard Sheet ‘Old Town Pavement’ (ref. 56721) 

1 x Acrylic Color, Matt, Gray, 90 ml (ref. 61196) 

1 x Acrylic Color, Matt, Light Green, 90 ml (ref. 61194)

1 x Grass Glue, 250 g (ref. 61130)   

1 x Puffer Bottle (ref. 08100) 

1 x Scatter Grass ‘Spring Meadow’, 2.5 mm, 100 g  
(ref. 50210)

1 x Lake Film, Blue, 41 cm x 26 cm (ref. 60850) 

1 x Sandstone Boulders, 250 g (ref. 09216)

1 x Mixed Forest, 10 pieces, 5 – 14 cm high (ref. 26911)

1 x Lichen, autumn mix, 35 g (ref. 08630)

40 x Grass Tufts, assorted 

**4 tunnel portals in total are included in the set.

Savings of more than 

10 %*!

* Compared to the individual purchase

60804   Starter Set  
‘Model Railway Layout Construction’
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Every Beginning Is Easy!
Vegetation Starter Sets

The application requirements for different types of vegetation in the model landscape are as wide as a 
model shop’s range of offerings. Sometimes it’s hard to decide which colours and materials to use.
In order to make your decision easier and recommend the right NOCH materials for the various 
applications, our modellers have put together special Vegetation Starter Sets for you. Inside each set is 
a selection of products to suit the various topics. So, you can start right away and experience the effect 
and application of the materials. The products are suitable for all gauges.
We made an effort to present as many products as possible in every Vegetation Starter Set. The 
quantities are sufficient for smaller areas. Since the item numbers are indicated on all the packaging 
and products, individual items can be purchased later at any time. In addition, each set offers a saving 
of at least 10% when compared to buying the products separately. Have fun discovering the variety and 
possible applications of these NOCH products!
Already available at your local dealer.

Vegetation Starter Set ‘Meadow’
You can implement the basic flocking of a small meadow with the 
contents of the set. It doesn’t matter whether it’s meant to be a wild 
meadow or even a paddock or pasture for animals. You can also recreate 
bald patches in the grassy area with the brown Scatter Material. Just go 
ahead and give the products a try!

Vegetation Starter Set ‘Forest’
We noticed that many customers kept asking how to professionally 
design a forest floor. That was enough reason for us to put together a 
suitable Vegetation Starter Set. With matching Scatter Grass, Scatter 
Material and Structured Flock in muted, dark colours,  
a perfect base is created in next to no time! Details, e. g. moss  
and other groundcover, can then be incorporated with the  
olive-green foliage.

*All sets offer a saving of at least 10 % when compared to the individual purchase

Saving of 10  %*

60771  Vegetation Starter Set 
‘Meadow’  
Contents: Scatter Grass Meadow, 20 g 
Scatter Grass, light green, 20 g 
Structured Flock, light green, medium, 15 g 
Scatter Material, brown, 42 g 
Grass Tufts Meadow, 42 pieces, 9 mm

60772  Vegetation Starter Set
‘Forest’  
Contents: 
Scatter Grass Forest Floor, 20 g 
Structured Flock, dark green, coarse, 10 g 
Scatter Material, brown, 42 g 
Foliage, olive green
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Vegetation Starter Set ‘On the Bank’
Modelling the bank of every lake and river requires extra special 
attention! So that the transitions between water and land work perfectly, 
Scatter Grass and Sand, as well as some Grass Tufts, are included in the 
set. This allows you to decorate the vegetation on the bank in detail and 
achieve a convincing result!

Vegetation Starter Set ‘At the Wayside’
As mundane as it may sound, straight waysides are not so easy to reproduce 
perfectly in a model. During one of your next walks, observe what is 
sprouting up and growing around you! You’ll be surprised at the variety.
As well as gravel, with which you can design the path, the set accordingly 
contains a lot of grasses, tufts and scatter material. 

Vegetation Starter Set ‘Railway Embankment’
No railway modeller can get around it: a railway embankment and its 
corresponding vegetation belong on every layout! Real-life railway 
embankments are usually overgrown and yet still (usually) rudimentarily 
maintained. The vegetation with grasses, groundcover and tendrils 
contributes towards the stabilisation of the railway embankment and thus 
to the operational safety of the line. With the Vegetation Starter Set by 
NOCH, you’ll have everything at hand from the beginning!

60773 Vegetation Starter Set  
‘At the Wayside’  
Contents: 
Gravel, 250 g 
Rubble, fine, 80 g 
Scatter Grass Meadow, 20 g 
Scatter Grass, beige, 20 g 
Grass Tufts Field Plants, 42 pieces 
Scatter Material, brown, 42 g

60774 Vegetation Starter Set  
‘On the Bank’  
Contents: 
Sand, medium, 250 g 
Grass Tufts Meadow, 42 pieces, 9 mm 
Grass Tufts, blooming yellow 
42 pieces, 9 mm 
Scatter Grass Spring Meadow, 20 g

60775 Vegetation Starter Set  
‘Railway Embankment’  
Contents: 
Scatter Grass, light green, 20 g 
Scatter Grass, beige, 20 g 
Wild Grass Foliage, light green 
Structured Flock, medium green, medium
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Relics of the Past  
Hard foam finished models

The esteemed plaster modelling artist Manfred Luft has lent a hand 
again and created these two ‘relics of the past’. The Burial Mound 
from the dim and distant past will be particularly fascinating for 

hobby archaeologists and researchers. The Car Graveyard, however, is sure 
to send a cold shiver down the spine of any classic car fan when placed 
correctly in the model landscape – but is also an absolute eyecatcher!

The finished models are made of NOCH hard foam, painted, and can be 
installed as they are.
Already available at your local dealer.

Realistically handpainted 

finished model!

58616  Burial Mound
  Ready-made  

Structured Hard Foam model 
13.5 cm x 9 cm, 3.5 cm high   

58617 Car Graveyard
  Ready-made  

Structured Hard Foam model 
15 cm x 11.5 cm, 8.5 cm high   
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What Could Be Nicer Than a Hiking Trip?
Scenery Set ‘Hiking Trip to the Witch’s House’

 It’s the weekend, so you’re finally free, and even the weather is playing along! Clearly, the whole 
family is drawn to going on a hiking trip in the fresh air. A special destination for the excursion
is the ‘Witch’s House’. This little forest hut is located in a beautiful local recreation area which 

invites you to rest and recharge your batteries in the forest. By the way, the model for the little hut is in 
Uhldingen on Lake Constance.  
Already available at your local dealer.

Everything you need to design  

the whole theme is inside!

HO gauge:  
5.9 cm x 4.8 cm, 8.3 cm high

 …Just like the original:  
the real thing is in Uhldingen  
on Lake Constance.

65617  Scenery Set ‘Hiking Trip to the Witch’s House’
  Contents:  

1 Laser-Cut Kit ‘Witch’s House’ 
1 Bench, 1 Wayside Shrine 
1 Signpost, 1 Hiking Map 
1 Figures Set ‘Wanderers’ (ref. 15870) 
42 g Scatter Material, brown (ref. 08440) 
20 Grass Tufts  
Special Laser-Cut Adhesive
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Studies show that people particularly like to live in small towns. Because, 
true to our focus theme this year of ‘Everything That’s Fun!’, there’s a lot to 
marvel at.
From cafés and shops at the market square, to amiable people and bustling 
city life, to a little idyll in a tranquil detached house, everything that makes 
you happy is offered.

And if you want to go on a trip and explore the big, wide world, you simply 
board the train at the small station!
NOCH’s small town is of course a delight in a figurative sense, too, because 
buildings for the small town appear as models in H0 and N gauge! You’ll 
discover our new laser-cut models on the following pages.

Sheer Quality of Life: Life in a Small Town!

History highlight: As early as the 1930s, model buildings were manufactured and 
offered by NOCH. Since 2010 we’ve been breaking new ground with model kits 
which are lasered from special card. These are particularly stable and resistant to 
ageing. The individual components are partially also then coloured by hand.
Production takes place at the main factory in Wangen im Allgäu and many NOCH 
models have already won accolades and prizes.

For example, the Wine Estate ‘Hauser-Bühler’, micro-motion 
Rock Concert, Gravel Works, and many other models have been 
awarded prizes by the trade press and modellers. Besides the 
great optics that the matte card parts offer compared to plastic 
model kits, they are also trailblazers in the field of sustainability,  
of course!
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Melanie Haas

International  

Sales Assistant

 
To me, railway 

stations are places full of life 

that are simply part of a model 

railway layout: with emotional 

moments like saying goodbye and 

seeing loved ones again.

This wonderful little station is equipped with 
lots of lovely details. In addition to the main 
building, the model depicts a small baggage 

area and goods office as well as a covered waiting area.
Amtzell Station is already available in the NOCH range in H0 
gauge, and the N-gauge version is now being added. This 
means that in future, trains will be able to call at villages 
and small towns in N gauge as well.  
Expected release:  
H0-gauge model (ref. 66001):  
already available at your local dealer.
N-gauge model (ref. 63001): September 2022  

Finally Also Available in N Gauge:
Laser-Cut Kit Station ‘Amtzell’

HO Gauge: 21.9 cm x 8.6 cm, 8 cm high
N Gauge: 4.7 cm x 11.9 cm, 4.4 cm high

Note: all Laser-Cut Kits on this double page come with detailed instructions and suitable Laser-Cut Special Adhesive.

66001 ‘Amtzell’ Train Stop

63001  ‘Amtzell’ Train Stop
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HO Gauge:  
9.9 cm x 12.2 cm, 8.9 cm high
N Gauge:  
5.4 cm x 6.6 cm, 4.8 cm high

We can achieve what politics cannot: affordable housing! At 
least in the scales 1:87 and 1:160! We’ve developed three small, 
detached houses for ‘inexpensive living’ in H0 and N gauges. 

You can use them to design small suburbs, villages and housing estates 
entirely according to your own ideas.  

Expected release:  
H0-gauge model (refs. 66604, 66606,66608): April 2022
N-gauge model (refs. 63604, 63606, 63608): September 2022

So Much for Unaffordable: We Have the House of Your Dreams! 
Laser-Cut Kit ‘Small Residential House’

66604 Small Residential House

63604 Small Residential House
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HO Gauge:  
12.6 cm x 13.2 cm, 9.5 cm high
N Gauge:  
6.9 cm x 7.2 cm, 5.2 cm high

HO Gauge:  
10.7 cm x 10.7 cm, 8.4 cm high
N Gauge:  
5.8 cm x 5.8 cm, 4.6 cm high

Sebastian Topp

CEO

 
I like these  

little  houses,  

which  remind me of past trips 

through the Netherlands  

and the Ruhr area.

Laser-Cut Kit  
‘Small Detached House’

Laser-Cut Kit ‘Residential House with Garage’

This Residential House can stand in the middle of the metropolitan area 
between two large cities in a suburb or in a small village. Both the whole 
family and the car in the garage have their own space here.

66606  Residential House with Garage

66608  Small Detached House  

63606  Residential House with Garage

63608  Small Detached House  

It isn’t much, but it’s all mine! This cute house is 
sure to find a place anywhere. With the Laser-Cut 
Decoration Set ‘In the Garden’ (ref. 66805, see 

page  47), you can create a little green idyll around the house.
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The local traditional fashion boutique presents the latest collections at the market 
square of our small town. The models first do their rounds in intoxicating evening 
wear and then present breathtaking lingerie.

The Fashion Boutique is designed as a laser-cut kit. Thanks to the underfloor drive, up to four 
model figures move simultaneously through the building and past the enthusiastic audience 
beforehand. The figures are simply placed on the catwalk and are held in place by an integrated 
magnet. Four more figures without magnets are included in the model kit and can be used as 
desired to design and decorate the scenery.
The model is limited to 1000 copies. A numbered certificate, detailed instructions and special 
Laser-Cut Adhesive are included.  
Expected release: November 2022

NOCH’s Next Top Model!    
Fashion Shop with micro-motion Fashion Show    

Video clip
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20.0 cm x 16.1 cm, 13.7 cm high
(31 cm high with drive)

History highlight:
A NOCH limited edition model has been released annually 
since 2013. These model kits are clever, amusing ideas  
that are strictly limited to 1000 copies, usually with 
movement or light effects.

The following have been released so far:
2013: micro-motion Table Dance Bar ‘Eden’
2014: micro-motion Rock Concert
2015: micro-motion Open-Air Film Festival
2016: Football Pitch with Clubhouse, micro-sound Stand and Floodlights
2017: micro-motion Rock Festival
2018: Haunted House with micro-sound Ghost Wailing and Light Effects
2019: Alpine Hut ‘Christl’ with micro-motion Waitress
2020: micro-motion Cross-Country Ski Trail with Après-Ski Cabin
2021: Burning Brothel with micro-sound and Light Effects

66501 Fashion Shop with micro-motion Fashion Show 
  Contents: 

Laser-Cut Kit ‘Fashion Boutique’ 
8 exclusive Figures, 4 of them equipped with magnets 
Micro-motion drive 
Numbered certificate 
Detailed instructions 
Special Laser-Cut Adhesive
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Jürgen Leiter

Sales Manager

 
The Laser-Cut 

minis have always 

impressed me. Whether it’s the 

Fisherman’s Hut, Kiosk, etc., 

these small and refined acces-

sories are an asset to any model 

landscape! 

  Every year, the Laser-Cut minis enrich NOCH’s new items. Lots of creative thoughts, 
ideas and long development times go into the loving design of the “minis”. That it’s 
worth it becomes clear when we hear and read from you where you’ve installed the

little laser-cut kits at home and that they were the entry point into laser-cut modelling for this or 
that model builder.
Expected release: July 2022 

Small and Yet So Big: The Laser-Cut minis 

14262 Fisherman’s Hut
  8.0 cm x 3.7 cm, 5.4 cm high     

14691 Fisherman’s Hut
  4.4 cm x 2.0 cm, 3.0 cm high

14263  Event Pavilion 
  9.2 cm x 4.5 cm, 3.6 cm high     

14390  Bus Stop
  6.8 cm x 2.8 cm, 3.3 cm high 

14320  Kiosk
  5.4 cm x 5.4 cm, 4.2 cm high    

14319 Prefab Garages
 2 pieces 
  6.9 cm x 3.5 cm, 3.0 cm high 

14677 Prefab Garages
 2 pieces 
  3.8 cm x 2.0 cm, 1.6 cm high 

14396  Mobile Food Stalls
  2 pieces 

7.2 cm x 4.1 cm, 3.2 cm high 
5.6 cm x 3.7 cm, 3.5 cm high     

14217  Advertising Columns  
& Billboards

  3 advertising columns and  
3 advertising panels  
2.2 cm x 2.2 cm, 3.9 cm high 
2.2 cm x 2.2 cm, 4.6 cm high 
2.2 cm x 2.2 cm, 3.7 cm high 
3.6 cm x 1.2 cm, 2.9 cm high 
5.0 cm x 1.0 cm, 5.4 cm high 
3.4 cm x 0.4 cm, 1.7 cm high 

14669  Advertising Columns  
& Billboards

  3 advertising columns and  
3 advertising panels  
1.2 cm x 1.2 cm , 2.1 cm high 
1.2 cm x 1.2 cm , 2.5 cm high 
1.2 cm x 1.2 cm , 2.0 cm high 
2.0 cm x 0.7 cm, 1.6 cm high 
2.7 cm x 0.5 cm, 2.9 cm high 
2.0 cm x 0.2 cm, 1.0 cm high 
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We have put together the most successful Laser-Cut minis for 
you in a thematically fitting manner. This means that you’ll have 
everything you need to design a small scene with special details 

and even save money in comparison to purchasing the items separately.  

And that’s not all: we even throw in some suitable glue, included in  
every set for free!
Expected release: April 2022 

The ‘minis’ – Even Better in a Set! 

66806  Laser-Cut Decoration Set ‘In the Forest’
  Contents: 1 Forest Lodge (ref. 14342) 

1 Raised Hide (ref. 14341) 
1 Cratch (ref. 14343)    

66811  Laser-Cut Decoration Set  
‘Along the Tracks’

  Contents: 1 Wooden Plank Crossing (ref. 14305)  
1 Signal Box (ref. 14306)  
20 Milestones (ref. 14300)

66805  Laser-Cut Decoration Set ‘In the Garden’
  Contents: 1 Green House (ref. 14357) 

2 Cold Frames (ref. 14358) 
1 Pergola (ref. 14229)    
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Developed by a Pro to Make It Easy for You to Get Started!  
HO NOCH Easy-Track Railway Route Kit ‘Martinstadt’ 

The well-known YouTuber Martin Tärnrot (also see info box on page 52) 
has developed his own Easy-Track layout exclusively for NOCH. And it has 
what it takes! The well-conceived route plan invites you to drive, shunt, 
transport goods and travel by train. As well as a winding circuit with 
branches, sidings are earmarked for the railway station area. Industrial 

complexes can thus be connected, or a small station can be reached. 
There’s no limit to your imagination when it comes to implementing  
your ideas.
Expected release: October 2022
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Video-Clip

Product Highlights:
 ∙ Easy-Track Railway Route Kit ‘Martinstadt’
 ∙ Railway route kit 243 cm x 148 cm,  
height 13.8 cm
 ∙ With Easy-Track ‘Andreastal’ Guidebook
 ∙ With H0 track plans for Märklin C-/K-Track,  
Trix C-Track, PIKO A-Track and Roco Line without bed

53610  Easy-Track Railway Route Kit ‘Martinstadt’
 Outer dimensions of constructed routes: 
 243 cm x 148 cm, height 13.8 cm
 Minimum floorspace required for assembly:  
 250 cm x 150 cm
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Content Easy-Track Railway Route Kit ‘Martinstadt’:
∙ 1 : 1 plot track plan
∙  Track plans for Märklin C-/K-Track, Trix C-Track,  

PIKO A-Track and Roco Line without bed
∙  97 pillars; maximum pillar height 13.4 cm,  

minimum pillar height 2.6 cm
∙  8 circle segments, 30°, 80 mm wide
∙  3 circle segments, 30°, 160 mm wide
∙  7 circle segments, 60°, 80 mm wide
∙  5 circle segments, 60°, 160 mm wide
∙  12 straight lane segments, 80 mm wide
∙  9 straight lane segments, 160 mm wide
∙  3 point modules
∙  1 compensation segment
∙  Wood screws

Besides individual parts for assembling the railway route system, the 
kit also contains the Easy-Track Guidebook „Andreastal“, in which the 
construction of a layout is clearly explained step by step.

History highlight: NOCH is one of the pioneers of model railway layout 
construction! In the 1960s, bit by bit, the company set up a large number of 
different preformed layouts in various sizes and for many different gauges. Despite 
fierce competition in the market, these ‘NOCH Preformed Layouts’ became the 
generic term in subsequent years when it came to building a model railway.
NOCH presented the ‘Karlsberg’, the first Easy-Track layout kit in H0 gauge, at the 
trade fair in Nuremberg in 2020. The response from customers was overwhelming 
and as a result the range will be expanded with additional layouts in H0 gauge 

and, for the first time, a layout in N gauge in 2022. What’s special 
about the layout kits is that these quick and easy-to-assemble 
kits relieve the use of many problems when building a layout and 
also provide plenty of room for customisation.
We really hope you’re just as excited about the new product line 
as we are!
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Watch a Pro at Work and  
Let Yourself Be Inspired! 

You can watch Martin building the layout on NOCH’s YouTube channel 
and pick up lots of suggestions there. In addition to a track plan and the 
necessary railway routes and supports, the kit also contains the Easy-
Track ‘Andreastal’ Guidebook, which explains the basic idea and building 
principles of the Easy-Track system.

2. ...can be easily assembled according to the enclosed plan. 3. Finally, the tracks are laid. And then the landscaping can get underway!

1. Everything you need for a quick start is included. Railway routes and 
supports in the right length

4. Martin Tärnrot on ‘Martinstadt’. The example of assembly shows how versatile the finished layout can be. Lots of custom ideas and wishes can be 
implemented according to your mood!

Info:
Marklin of Sweden

I was born in Stockholm, Sweden in 1970. My father had 
worked in the medical sector since the late ’40s and often 
travelled to Germany on business. He sometimes brought H0-
gauge trains with him, which was a very valuable toy for every 
child in Sweden back then. When I was seven years old, we 
began building my first model railway together.

The model railway has been a platform for friendship 
and learning throughout my life. I discovered the world of 
electronics in 1981. That was the catalyst for me to study 
electronic design; first analogue and later digital. Ten years 
later, I graduated from school as an electronic designer.

YouTube went online in 2005. I realised pretty quickly that 
someone who knew a bit more about model railways than 

most was lacking there. Someone who 
knew how to set up the lighting and a 
camcorder properly and who could explain 
how to build a model railway in a simple 
and inspiring way. I chose this path and have been a full-time 
YouTuber for two years now, making how-to videos.

Creating instructional videos is not about ‘knowing everything’ 
or ‘being the best’. It’s about sowing inspiration that allows 
viewers to take their creations to the next level.

Martin Tärnrot a.k.a. ‘Marklinofsweden’
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Product Highlights:
 ∙ Easy-Track Railway Route Kit 
‘Mittelberg’
 ∙ 110 cm x 64 cm
 ∙ With track plans for Minitrix, 
Fleischmann with ballast bed 
(piccolo), Fleischmann without 
ballast bed

NOCH Easy-Track – Finally Also for N Gauge! 
N Easy-Track Railway Route Kit ‘Mittelberg’

With the Easy-Track Kit ‘Mittelberg’, we are introducing a wonderful 
layout kit for N gauge. The varied route goes not only around the model 
railway landscape but also across it. A change of direction without a 
reverse loop makes the track plan exciting. A passing loop, a siding 
and the beautiful course of the route provide plenty of variety during 
operation. The layout can be operated analogue with two trains, which 
can alternate between doing their laps. In digital operation, the route 
network is large enough for two trains to do their laps simultaneously 
without disturbing each other. 
Expected release: October 2022
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Contents:
∙ 1:1 plot track plan
∙  Track plans for Minitrix, Fleischmann with ballast bed 

(piccolo), Fleischmann without ballast bed
∙  21 pillars; maximum pillar height 9.6 cm,  

minimum pillar height 3.1 cm
∙ 5 circle segments, 24°
∙ 17 circle segments, 30°
∙ 5 straight lane segments
∙ 3 special lane segments
∙ 2 point segments
∙ Wood screws 

In addition to the individual parts for constructing the 
Railway Route System, the kit also contains the Easy-Track 
Guidebook ‘Andreastal’, which explains how to build an 
Easy-Track Railway Route Kit by way of example.

53700  Easy-Track Railway Route Kit ‘Mittelberg’
  Outer dimensions of constructed routes:  

110 cm x 64 cm, height 10 cm 
Minimum floorspace required for assembly:  
115 cm x 75 cm    

Stefan Reinold

Production  

Manager

 
The great Easy-

Track System is finally  

available for fans of N gauge.
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A New Age Dawns in the Range  
Perfect Sets 

For many years, Ziterdes has been known for its ever-growing range 
of tabletop and dungeon games in the areas of historical, fantasy, 
steampunk, sci-fi and the end times.
We’re expanding the selection to include the ‘modern age’ genre and now 
also offer countless pieces of furniture and tabletop accessories which 
can be used for games set between the last century and today. But that’s 
not all! In addition to the many individual items, so-called “Perfect Sets” 
are available, too!

Our Perfect Sets are ideal for all those who don’t want to spend a long 
time clicking through the range in order to equip their gaming table with 
inventory. We’ve put together thematically fitting sets with great attention 
to detail that won’t just save you time searching but also money.
More Perfect Sets are planned. Stay tuned.
Expected release: June 2022

Delivery form of all items on this double page: unpainted, figures made of resin. Tabletop scale 28 mm – 32 mm.

6079903  Perfect Set Office 
28 mm – 32 mm  
Contents: Safe, Desk with Computer and Swivel Chair 
Chest of Drawers, Filing Cabinet 

6079905  Perfect Set Laboratory  
28 mm – 32 mm  
Contents: Chemistry Lab, Stasis Chamber, Operating Table 
Laboratory Table, Workbench, 2 x Swivel Chair

6079904  Perfect Set Boss’ Office  
28 mm – 32 mm  
Contents: Opulent Desk, Armchair, Filing Cabinet, Gramophone 
Leather Swivel Chair, Chest of Drawers

6079906  Perfect Set Control Centre  
28 mm – 32 mm  
Contents: Control Centre, 3 x Locker, Bunk Bed 
Swivel Chair, Drinks Vending Machine   
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6079909  Perfect Set Under the Bridge   
28 mm – 32 mm  
 Contents: Tent, Mattress, Shopping Trolley, Dustbin 
Pallet, Petrol Can, Fire Drum (burning) 

6079907  Perfect Set Pub  
28 mm – 32 mm  
Contents: Bar, Set of Bottles & Glasses, Cigarette Vending Machine, 
Billiard Table, Jukebox, 4 x Bar Stool, Pinball Machine  
3 x Bistro Table

6079911  Perfect Set Lounge  
28 mm – 32 mm  
Contents: Wall Unit with Tube Television, Round Iron Stove 
Coffee Table, Sofa, 2 x Armchair 

6079910  Perfect Set Kitchen   
28 mm – 32 mm  
Contents: Sink, Cooker, Refrigerator, Kitchen Cabinet 
Rubbish Bin, Kitchen Table with 4 Chairs    

6079908  Perfect Set Street  
28 mm – 32 mm  
Contents: 4 x Parking Meter, Telephone Box 
Cigarette Vending Machine, Advertising Pillar,  
4 x Traffic Light, 4 x Hydrant, 4 x Streetlamp (Standing)

6079912  Perfect Set Bedroom   
28 mm – 32 mm  
Contents: Double Bed, Wardrobe, 2 x Bedside Table 
2 x Bedside Lamp, Book
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Sonja Bernhard

Brand Manager

 
I’m excited about 

these exclusive 

locos, which broaden the RhB 

series. They will sell out again 

very quickly.

  Ge 4/4 III Advertising Locomotives  

After two exclusive KATO RhB advertising locomotives (EMS and 
HCD) in N gauge appeared on the market at the end of 2021, we are 
excited to present another two limited edition advertising locomotives. 
Originally, the ‘BÜGA’ locomotive was baptised under the name ‘Santa 
Maria Val Müstair’ in 1994 after a small community in the canton of 
Graubünden. This locomotive runs with its own advertising for BÜGA 
(Bündner Generalabonnement or Graubünden General Season Ticket). 

The Graubünden transport companies have joined forces under the 
BÜGA brand and jointly organise public transport in their canton. With 
the support of the Graubünden Department of Energy and Transport, 
innovation and successful cooperation are the top priorities. For 
passengers, BÜGA primarily means attractive travel offers and user-
friendly season tickets.
Already available at your local dealer.

RhB locomotive #649, dubbed ‘Lavin’ (named after a small town in 
Graubünden), was also put into service in 1994. This locomotive carries 
advertising for Holcim (Schweiz) AG, one of the leading manufacturers of 
building materials in Switzerland and runs in the canton of Graubünden.
Both advertising locomotives bring colour to your layout and complete 

your Rhaetian Railway® collection! The locomotives are equipped with  
Arnold couplers but can be exchanged for the close couplers  
(NOCH ref. 7074046).
Already available at your local dealer.

Model Features:
 ∙ Minimum radius: R150
 ∙ Maximum incline: 5%
 ∙ Outer dimensions: approx. 103 mm x 19 mm x 26 mm
 ∙ Weight: approx. 79 g
 ∙ Wheel diameter: 6.8 mm
 ∙ Operating headlights
 ∙ Arnold couplers fitted (replacement coupling available: ref. 7074046)
 ∙ Digitisation with Digitrax decoder possible  
(ref. 70DN63K4A – Replacement Circuit Board)
 ∙ Can be combined with numerous RhB carriages,  
e.g. Glacier Express and EW I

Rhaetian Railway ® – Fascinatingly Different Travel!

Limited edition!

Limited edition!

NOCH 
Ref.

KATO 
Ref.

 
Description

  
Gauge

7074063 3101-F Ge 4/4-III BÜGA #646 N

7074064 3101-G Ge 4/4-III Holcim #649 N

Matching accessories

7074046 Z01-0513N Short Coupler Set, 2-pieces – 
replacement coupling for Ge 4/4 II 
and III (if Arnold coupling fitted), or 
for Allegra and Bernina multiple unit

N

70DN63K4A DN163K4A DCC Decoder (DIGITRAX) 
Replacement Circuit Board  
for KATO Ge 4/4 II, III

N
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Filiz Özbay

Partner Brands 

Administrator

 
Next stop: the 

highlands! Immerse yourself in 

the rural world with this idyllic 

railway station by KATO  

and give your town a  

meaningful design.

Highland Station European  
This station will find a place anywhere that looks rural and where an 
idyllic landscape is to be created. The Highland Station can be integrated 
very easily into a hilly setting. 

One-Sided Platform  
The One-Sided Platform with steps is even more flexible for use in a 
small space. This platform is available with left and right ends and 
includes a timetable board and streetlamp. 

Suitable accessories
Only with accessories and landscaping will your layout be unique and 
begin to come to life. KATO is generously equipped in the N-gauge 
area and, in addition to its trains and wagons, offers a multitude of 
accessories: bridges, platforms, buildings, engine sheds, but above all an 
infinite number of tracks and technical accessories.

Let yourself be inspired and take some time out to browse our website, 
www.kato-unitrack.de. 
Already available at your local dealer.

Design Your Custom Railway Line!

Local Line Station Platform Kit  
With this set, you can create a complete station that fits into any rural 
region and can also be used in small towns or suburbs.
The Local Line Stations Platform Kit consists of several parts, which can 
simply and easily be stuck together.

Local Line Station Extension Set 
Even in a village, a station offers in most cases an opportunity to wait for 
announced trains in a dry place. The Local Line Station Extension Set is 
just one of many platforms that KATO has in its range. It fits perfectly into 
a rural landscape.

NOCH 
Ref.

KATO 
Ref.

 
Description

 
Gauge

7023246 23-245B Highland Station European N

7074924 23-112 One-Sided Platform End #1 
right end, 200  mm x  42 mm

N

7074925 23-113 One-Sided Platform End #2 
left end, 200 mm  x  42 mm

N

7074935 23-130 Local Line Station Platform Kit 
multi-part

N

7074937 23-131 Local Line Station Extension Set 
124 mm, multi-part set incl. shelters, 
etc. 

N
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NOCH 
Ref.

KATO 
Ref.

 
Description

  
Gauge

7074066 3102-3 Ge 4/4 II  Bergün ‘Rhätische Bahn’ #618 N

7074047 3102 Ge 4/4 II Untervaz #631, re-run N

Matching accessories

70DN63K4A DN163K4A DCC Decoder (DIGITRAX)  
Replacement Circuit Board for KATO Ge 4/4 II,III

N

The Rhaetian Railway ® – On with the Journey!

  Ge 4/4 II 618 Bergün ‘Rhaetian Railway®’

Ge 4/4 II electric locomotives are in operation in front of passenger and 
goods trains on the entire RhB main lines in Graubünden and named after 
towns along the route. Our new Rhaetian Railway® item with registration 
number 618 was baptised ‘Bergün/Bravuogn’, a double name in German 
and Romansh. The village of Bergün lies in the Albula Valley on the 
Albuna line. This red locomotive bears a large RhB logo in German script 

on one side and Romansh on the other, as well as the municipality’s coat 
of arms. It can be combined with all carriages from the Glacier Express, 
Bernina Express and even the standard carriage. The couplers are 
interchangeable, and digitisation is possible.
Expected release: Summer 2022

  Ge 4/4 II Untervaz – re-run

The Ge 4/4 II Untervaz #631 was introduced to the N-gauge market as 
a KATO model in 2018 and sold out very quickly. This locomotive, as 
well as all Ge 4/4 II locomotives, is most frequently used by the Rhaetian 
Railway® and can be seen on many railway lines. It can often be found as 
a prime mover for the Glacier Express on the Disentis – St Moritz route 
and for the Bernina Express, which runs between the towns of Chur and 
St Moritz. With its red and grey appearance, the ‘Untervaz’ conforms to 
the standard colour scheme of the RhB and thus fits perfectly into the 
KATO Rhaetian Railway® series. 
Expected release: Summer 2022

Model Features:
 ∙ Minimum radius: R150
 ∙ Maximum incline: 5%
 ∙ Outer dimensions: approx. 93 mm x 19 mm x 24 mm
 ∙ Weight: approx. 79 g
 ∙ Wheel diameter: 6.8 mm
 ∙ Operating headlights
 ∙ Close couplers fitted (incl. replacement Arnold couplers)
 ∙ Digitisation with Digitrax decoder possible  
(ref. 70DN63K4A – Replacement Circuit Board)
 ∙ Power: 12 V direct current

Examples of train composition Ge 4/4 II

Glacier Express

Glacier Express
2 wagon

EW I / Standard Carriage I

Bernina ExpressGe  4/4 II

Ge  4/4 II

Ge  4/4 II

Ge  4/4 II

EW I / Standard Carriage 
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NOCH 
Ref.

KATO 
Ref.

 
Description

  
Preis /€

7078620 20-852-2 M1 Master Set, Basic Oval Track Set N

7078621 20-853-2 
(20-851-1)

M2 Master Set, Basic Oval Track and 
Passing Track Set

N

7078631 20-860-1 V1 Variation Set N

7078632 20-861-1 V2 Variation Set N

7078633 20-862-1 V3 Variation Set N

7078535 22-018 Power Pack Standard SX (without Adapter)  
with Sidelight Function. Suitable for Adapter 
7078536/37

N

7078536 22-082-2 Adapter, N Gauge N

7078537 22-083 Adapter, H0 Gauge HO

Lots of Playing Fun Thanks to Numerous Accessories

N-gauge UNITRACK track system
With the N-gauge tracks from KATO UNITRACK, you have an infinite array 
of options for quickly and easily setting up your custom model railway 
line. The tracks in a scale of 1:160 are stable, of the best quality, and 
available both individually and in special starter and expansion sets. All 
sets can be combined with each other, are quick to unpack and repack, 
and can be stowed away in the storage box if there is not enough space.
KATO offers an excellent N-gauge track system with a track bed speckled 
with grey (fine grain size) that is exactly to scale, extremely stable, and 
ideal for all N-gauge models. The bed consists of elastic plastic and is 
approx. 25 mm wide. The tracks can be easily connected together via 
connectors and snap into place with an audible ‘click’.

Like the M1 Master Set, the Basic Oval Track Set (NOCH ref. 7078620), 
the M2 Master Set contains a wide array of rails and a KATO power pack 
with a plug-in adapter. In comparison to the M1, the M2 is more lavishly 
equipped. It’s possible to install a siding or passing loop with the two 
points.

The numerous sets (V sets, listed in detail in our NOCH Main Catalogue and 
on the website www.kato-unitrack.de) are ideal for creatively expanding 
the train route with additional tracks, points, bridges, viaducts, etc.

The Power Pack Standard SX is of course also available individually and 
is equipped with modern pulse width modulation technology to achieve 
finer motor control. The output power (1.2 A) has been increased, so as 
to guarantee an optimal direct current supply to the trains as well as 
a constant continuous light supply in the loco and wagons. Faults are 
quickly visualised by means of the red and green indicator LEDs on  
the device.
In this case, the plug-in Power Pack must be purchased separately 
according to the gauge: NOCH ref. 7078536 for N gauge or NOCH ref. 
7078537 for H0 gauge.

Power Pack Standard SX

You can find all the current UNITRACK items at  
www.kato-unitrack.de.
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Ina Weiland

Trainee

Industrial Clerk

 
The RhB Coop 

wagon series is a real eyecatcher 

in miniature too. It makes  

detailed and realistic freight 

transport possible on every  

model railway layout.

NOCH 
Ref.

KATO 
Ref.

 
Description

 
Gauge

7074100 8201 Freight Car Lb-v 7874 
without containers, 2-axle

N

7074101 8202 Freight Car Sb-t 65658 
without containers, 4-axle

N

7074102 10-1731 Refrigerator & Freight Car, 8-Piece Set

Contents:

Each container with a flat wagon:

Coop Refrigerator Car Lb-v 7860

Pineapple WAB28, 2-axle

Coop Refrigerator Car Lb-v 7861

Pear WAB31, 2-axle

Coop Refrigerator Car Lb-v 7862  
Radish WAB24, 2-axle

Coop Refrigerator Car Lb-v 7864

Orange WAB23, 2-axle

Coop Refrigerator Car Lb-v 7867

Potato WAB29, 2-axle

Freight Car Lb-v 7869

Swiss Post 400 White Line, 2-axle

Freight Car Sb-t 65666

Swiss Post 816 ‘durch Stadt und Land’, 4-axle

Freight Car Sb-t 65668

Swiss Post 507 ‘zügig’, 4-axle

N

7074103 23-590A Containers Coop Strawberry WAB26 &  
Lettuce WAB30, 2-Piece Set

N

7074104 23-591A Containers Swiss Post 747 ‘landesweit’ &  
Post 850 ‘bei Sonne und Regen’ 
2-Pieces Set

N

Matching accessories

70DN63K4A DN163K4A DCC Decoder (DIGITRAX)  
Replacement Circuit Board for KATO Ge 4/4 II, III

N

Rhaetian Railway ® Freight Transport: Colourful and Diverse

  Rhaetian Railway® Freight Cars and Containers

In the summer of 2022, KATO will be launching numerous RhB freight 
and refrigerated wagons by Coop and the Swiss Post in various designs.
The RhB’s freight wagons cannot be overlooked as a rolling billboard on 
a rail network of 384 km throughout Graubünden. A goods wagon covers 
more than 100,000 km every year and is in use for up to 14 hours a day.
The swap body system combines the usual swap body transport on 
the road with the advantages of rail transport. Depending on the type 
of swap body, with drinks, food, parcels, sensitive goods, collective 
consignments, building materials and much more.

The Coop cooperative based in Basel is one of the largest retail and 
wholesale companies in Switzerland. It was established in 1890 as 
the ‘Verband Schweizerischer Konsumvereine’ (Federation of Swiss 
Consumer Cooperatives, VSK), renamed ‘Coop’ in 1969, and has around 
2.5 million members. Coop operates supermarkets, department stores, 
restaurants, home improvement stores and much more under its own 
name. Coop supplies the food distribution centres in Graubünden using 
RhB type Lb-v refrigerated wagons. Our models bear the Coop lettering, 
and each have a picture, e.g. a pineapple or potato.

With headquarters in Bern, the Swiss Post advertises with striking slogans 
on interchangeable containers in German, French and Italian. The Swiss 

Post delivers the containers from the Weinfelden distribution centre via 
SBB (Swiss Federal Railways). In Landquart, the container is reloaded 
onto the RhB and transported daily to various regions in Graubünden. 
Incidentally, in 1857, the Swiss Post became the first long-standing 
customer of the Swiss Federal Railways, which started operations shortly 
before that in the 1850s.

KATO offers the two-axle Lb-v flat wagon and the four-axle Sb-t freight 
car individually, each without a container. Of course, these flat wagons 
can be used for any type of container. With an eight-piece set, which 
contains five Coop containers including wagons as well as three Swiss 
Post containers with wagons, KATO enables you to design realistic goods 
transport. All containers can be detached from the flat wagons. For 
expansion, Coop and Swiss Post containers are available in sets of two. 
Expected release: Summer 2022

Model Features:
 · Minimum radius: R150
 · Close couplers fitted (incl. replacement Arnold couplers)
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Precision model railway in a new design!
“Precision Railroad Models”: this KATO slogan is not an empty promise, 
but aptly describes the advantages of the Japanese brand.
Top quality, ultimate faithfulness to the original and state-of-the-art 
technology have earned the Japanese market leader KATO international 
renown.

The following innovations have been introduced here:
KATO latest news blog: 
Here, you’ll find all the new items, campaigns and 
special product posts.
www.kato-unitrack.de/kato-aktuelles-im-blog/

Service & advice:
Posts on KATO track geometry, application tips, technical data and 
detailed crafting tips are waiting to be read and used.
www.kato-unitrack.de/service-beratung/
www.kato-unitrack.de/service-beratung/

New items:
The category to see all new products from KATO at a glance and to 
purchase them! From locos to small replacement coupling.
https://www.kato-unitrack.de/neuheiten/

The revoluZtion in track construction!
Discover the proven Japanese Z-gauge products from the ROKUHAN 
brand in top quality.

The following innovations have been introduced here:
ROKUHAN latest news blog: 
Here, you’ll find all the new items, campaigns and 
special product posts.
www.rokuhan.de/rokuhan-aktuelles-im-blog/

Service & advice:
Posts on ROKUHAN track geometry, application tips, technical data and 
track plans are waiting to be read and used.
www.rokuhan.de/service-beratung

New items:
The category to see all new products from ROKUHAN at a glance and to 
purchase them! From the Shorty to the Shinkansen.
www.rokuhan.de/neuheiten

www.kato-unitrack.de

www.rokuhan.de
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Shorty EMD F7

The EMD F7 is an American series of diesel-electric locomotives and 
was built from 1949 to 1953. They were actually designed as goods 
locomotives, but some EMD F7s were also used for passenger transport.
Already available at your local dealer.

Shorty Starter Set 0 Shinkansen KODAMA

The 0 series Shinkansen was the first multiple unit series built for high-
speed routes. This series started service in 1964. The trains’ maximum 
speed was 220 km/h. This made the trains the fastest railway vehicles 
in the world. Production of this series was discontinued in 1986. Due to 
the short lifespan (15 years) of these trains, only a few models from the 0 
series are still in use.
Already available at your local dealer.

Shorty KiHa 58

The idea behind the Shorty is to use the same chassis over and over with 
or without an engine and only swap the respective housing depending 
on personal preference. This big advantage also leaves you the option of 
building a suitable housing yourself.
Already available at your local dealer.

Shorty EMD F7

NOCH 
Ref.

ROKUHAN 
Ref.

 
Description

 
Gauge

7297642 ST012-1 Shorty EMD F7 ATSF 2 Car Set Z

7297643 ST012-2 Shorty EMD F7 New York Central 2 Car Set Z

Shorty Starter Set 0 Shinkansen KODAMA

NOCH 
Ref.

ROKUHAN 
Ref.

 
Description

 
Gauge

7297646 SG005-1 Shorty Starter-Set 0 Shinkansen KODAMA Z

Shorty KiHa 58

NOCH 
Ref.

ROKUHAN 
Ref.

 
Description

 
Gauge

7297875 ST010-1 Shorty KIHA58 JNR Express color Z

7297876 ST010-2 Shorty KIHA58 Kyusyu color Z

Katharina Krebs

Partner Brands

 
Since riding on the 

KiHa 58 in Kyushu, 

Japan, is no longer possible in 

real life, we are happy to fall  

back on the model by  

ROKUHAN to experience 

it true to scale!
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75G71707, 75G71807 75G71714, 75G71814

75G71719, 75G7181975G71717, 75G71817

75G71710, 75G71810

Still haven't found a suitable model from Athearn? No problem!

Your local dealer regularly receives updated stocks from us. So you can easily choose your model from this list, which your dealer then orders 
from us. This also applies to the US products from KATO.

Only while stocks last!

By the early 1970s, many first-generation diesel locomotives had reached 
the end of their lifespan. The most common replacement locomotive was 
the GP38-2. EMD began producing the 16-cylinder, non-turbocharged, 
2,000-horsepower engine in 1972. In contrast to the GP38’s engine, 
which powered a generator to supply power to the traction motors, 
the GP38-2’s prime mover used the alternator to generate alternating 
current, which was converted into direct current in order to power the 
four traction motors.
Another important change for the GP38-2 was the introduction of the 
modular ‘Dash 2’ electrical control cabinet. For more than 40 years, the 
GP38-2 has been performing its duties in goods transport on the main 
line, in local transport, for shunting work, as a standby locomotive and in 
snow removal. Many of them are still in use today.
Expected release: November 2022

Model Features:
 ∙ Fully equipped – just unpack and put on the track
 ∙ Equipped with McHenry couplers
 ∙ Minimum radius: 18"
 ∙ DCC-ready with Quick Plug™ technology

Genesis GP38-2 Series Diesel Locomotive

Genesis GP38-2 Series Diesel Locomotive

Ref.
without Sound

Ref.
with Sound

 
Description

 
Spur

75G71707 75G71807 CSX #2721 H0

75G71708 75G71808 CSX #2726 H0

75G71709 75G71809 CSX #2759 H0

75G71710 75G71810 FEC #505 H0

75G71711 75G71811 FEC #509 H0

75G71712 75G71812 FEC #501 H0

75G71713 75G71813 FEC #507 H0

75G71714 75G71814 GTW #5853 H0

75G71715 75G71815 GTW #5861 H0

75G71716 75G71816 GTW #5856 H0

75G71717 75G71817 HLCX #3812 H0

75G71718 75G71818 HLCX #3814 H0

75G71719 75G71819 SP #4864 H0

75G71720 75G71820 LN #4056 H0

75G71721 75G71821 LN #4060 H0

75G71722 75G71822 LN #4057 H0

75G71723 75G71823 MKT #313 H0

75G71724 75G71824 MKT #318 H0

75G71725 75G71825 MKT #320 H0
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NOCH GmbH & Co. KG 
Lindauer Straße 49 
D-88239 Wangen im Allgäu
Tel.: +49 - 75 22 - 97 80-0
Fax: +49 - 75 22 - 97 80-80
E-Mail: info@noch.de
www.noch.de · www.noch.com

www.noch.de / facebook
www.noch.de / youtube
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We’ve compiled twelve of our most beautiful pictures for this calendar and printed them in large 
format on high-quality paper. Fitting motifs for the respective month inspire you to get crafting 
and building with NOCH products.
The calendar pages are each labelled with the names of the months in German, English, French, 
Spanish and Dutch. The individual months are numbered consecutively with the dates, but 
without the days of the week. This means you can use the calendar anew every year.  
February has 28 days.
The calendar is an ideal gift for model railway and landscaping fans.   
Already available at your local dealer.

Throughout the Year with the Most  
Beautiful Pictures by NOCH!
Wall Calendar 

For true 

 NOCH Modelling Fans!

71420   Wall Calendar  
A2 portrait format  
(42 cm x 59.4 cm)

Visit us on   

27th and 28th May 2022

Open Day – 111 Years of NOCH 
We’re celebrating our 111th birthday this year.

That’s reason enough to invite you to our factory in Wangen im Allgäu once again. 
During a short tour of the factory, you will witness how NOCH products are made. You can 
purchase NOCH products, remaining stock and discontinued items at a flea market and  
at NOCH Modellbauwelt. You’ll have the opportunity to get to know many NOCH products  
and try them out for yourself at workshops and crafting demonstrations. Sustenance will  
of course also be provided.

NOCH symbols Gauges

hand-painted

micro-soundLaser-Cut Products G gauge ∙ scale 1:22.5

1 gauge ∙ scale 1:32

0 gauge ∙ scale 1:43

HO gauge ∙ scale 1:87

TT gauge ∙ scale 1:120

N gauge ∙ scale 1:160

Z gauge ∙ scale 1:220

micro-motion


